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COLONIALS 
1787 Nova Eborac VF 25 PCGS. Reverse 
Seated Figure Facing Right. The smooth, 
medium-brown surfaces are free of mention- 
able impairments or problems. 

1787 New Jersey Fine 15 PCI. Outline to 
Shield. Steel-brown surfaces, some porosity 
shows on the reverse 

1787 New Jersey VF 20 PCI. Outline to 
Shield. Medium brown surfaces with a few 
marks and planchet cracks. 

1737 Higley 3 Pence MS 64 PCI. Bolen Copy. A 
light reddish-tan copy of this exceedingly rare 
Colonial piece, 

1783 Nova Constellatio, Pointed Rays, Large 
U.S. XF 45 PCGS. Nice even chocolate brown 
color with some clashing on the obverse 

1762 French Colonies Sou Marque AU 58 
PCGS. Light silver-gray patination has gath¬ 
ered on both sides. Well struck and evenly 
centered, an elusive issue in high grade. 

I 1859 MS 64 PCGS. Honey-tan surfaces with a 

TWO-CENT PIECES 
26 1872 MS 62 Brown NGC. Dark bn 

faces that are only « trifle soft on 1 
points of the wreath, with faint red an< 

THREE-CENT SILVER 
27 1851 MS 65 PCGS. Mostly brilliant with just a 

touch of light toning. 

28 1652 MS 65 NGC. Lustrous surfaces with 
medium pastel toning. Somewhat soft on the 
reverse with a couple of small marks. 

30 1870 MS 64 NGC. 
it a sharp strike and a moderately toi 
appearance. 

31 1871 MS 63 PCGS. A scarce date. This ex 
pie is boldly struck and mostly white with 
tially reflective fields. 

THREE-CENT NICKELS 

12 1876 MS 62 Red ANACS. A scarce, early 
Indian cent with copper-red patina. Several 
toning spots are noticed on the reverse. 

13 1878 PR 65 Red and Brown NGC. Moderately 
mirrored, the surfaces are a deep brick-red 
color with brown highpoints. 

14 1880 MS 65 Red NGC. A fiery red, lustrous 

21 1916-S MS 64 Red PCGS. A conservatively 
graded specimen that displays bright golden- 
orange color and a particularly sharp strike. 

23 1941 PR 66 Red NGC. Superb and fully 

24 1944-D/S MS 64 Red and Brown ANACS. Die 
2. This is the overmintmark that does not show 
above the D, but only at the left and within the 
loop of the D. Mostly red lustrous surfaces. 

42 1937 PR 64 NGC. Outstanding depth of mir¬ 
rored reflectivity, the surfaces show myriad 
tiny toning specks. 

HALF DIMES 
43 1800 AU 53 NGC. Pleasing charcoal-gray sur¬ 

faces with golden undertones, and a good 
A couple of minor —‘-h~'- 

Heritage is pleased to present its sixth Mail Bid Sale in a little over 10 years. 

This sale offers a very special presentation of collector's coins where YOU can 

set the price. THE CLOSING DATE IS JUNE 18, 1998. 
In case of a tie bid, the first bidder will be the successful buyer. 

We strongly suggest that you respond quickly by Faxing us at 214-443-8406 

to the attention of Bob Hughes. 

25 1955 Doubled Dio-Obverse Recotored-ANACS. 
Net graded MS 60, an affordable mint state 
example of this popular variety. The color is 
slightly pink overall and there is scattered carbon 

1863 MS 64 PCGS. Typically struck with 
shades of pastel-violet, blue, and deep gray 
toning over both sides. A few contact marks 

NICKELS 
34 1871 MS 65 PCGS. A very difficult date to 

locate in gem condition. Bright and lustrous 
with streaky golden toning and clean surfaces, 

35 1883 No Cents MS 66 PCGS. Highly lustrous 
and clean, but exhibiting typical softness on 
the stars and on an ear of corn in the wreath, 

60 1920-D MS 65 PCGS. Lustrous fie 
ered with colorful golden toning. The 
struck although the cross bands are 

8 1921 -S MS 64 PCGS. This specimen is well 
struck. The coin exhibits a streaky appearance 
over both sides, with the obverse being some¬ 
what darker. 

9 1924-S MS 62 PCGS. A softly defined exam¬ 
ple, especially on the reverse. Some silver- 
jjray patina is seen on the slightly muted sur- 

expected. The coin has a moderate covering 
of dove-gray and golden toning that seems to 
enhance the underlying luster, rather than 
cover it. Attractive and original. 

74 1937 PR 66 NGC. Hazy golden and spedfed 
charcoal toning is seen on both sides. 

75 1938-D MS 67 Full Bands PCGS. Light silver- 
gray patina does not obscure the bright, luster. 

76 1938-S MS 66 Full Bands PCGS. A 
le. fully bri 

DIMES 
49 1880 MS 65 PCGS. A scarce, low-mintage 

piece with frosty cartwheel luster overall. If not 
for a small contact mark on the reverse over 
the N of ONE, this coin would certify grade 
higher. 

50 1892-0 MS 64 PCGS. Often seen softly struck, 
this piece is well defined throughout. The luster 
is thick and frosted, and each side is lightly 

51 1897-0 Fine 12 ANACS. A 
grade example displaying medium gray color 
and a small contact markon the reverse. 

53 1911 MS 66 NGC. Satiny surfaces are mostly 
untoned and fully struck. Nearly as bright as the 
day it was struck 87 years ago. Amazing quality. 

54 1912 PR 66 NGC. Mostly untoned, a crescent of 

se. Mark and hairline-free specimen. 

56 1914 MS 65 PCGS. Well strxk. smokey-gray 
patina shows over each side. Nice for type pur¬ 
poses. 

. ... . S. A gem e: 
key-date Mercury dime. The surfaces ai 
tuaily mark-free and delicately toned in shades 
of silver-gray and russet. The strike is bold 
and the bands are almost completely split. 

63 1923-S MS 63 Full Bands PCGS. Lustrous 
with a golden toned appearance. A few small 
abrasions account for the grade of this scarce 

67 1931 -D MS 66 Full Bands PCGS. Superbly 
struck with creamy surfaces radiating mint lus¬ 
ter through peripheral russet and gold patina. 

98 1924-S MS 62 Full HeacfcNfeC. Bright anc 
very well struck. There is virtual no toning or 
this moderately lustrous specimen. 

100 1927-S AU 53 NGC. The surfa«s,on this 
ditionaJly rare Standing, Ljfe?rW quarter 
are mostly untoned witmabrignt appear 
A bit of pale golden color is seen the the 

l 1867 VF 25 ANACS. A moderately circulated 
example, with deep gray toning over each 
side, There are few distracting surface marks 
despite its obvious time in circulation. One of 
just 20,000 pieces struck prior to an extensive 
melting, making it elusive in all grades. 

85 1868 AU 50 PCGS. Originally toned on the 
obverse, a few contact marks are seen there 
too. One of just 30,000 pieces struck. 

86 1874 Arrows PR 64 NGC. Deeply toned with 
frosty devices and just a few light hairlines in 
the fields. 

87 1877-CC MS 64 PCGS. Toned a mild steel- 
gray color overall with an underlying hint of 
golden, especially on the reverse. The fields 
have an underlying satiny appearance. 

88 1882 MS 61 NGC. Subdued gray-golden ton¬ 
ing does^ not completely obscure myriad con- 

90 1892 MS 66 NGC. The heavily frosted su 
faces exhibit dove-gray toning. Vt“—"— 
and an outstanding type coin. 

92 1901-0 MS 65 NGC. The surfaces are 
toned overall, and there is a small area of 
ness in the center of the reverse. Satiny, lu 

ing, vibrant luster. The obverse is sc.... 
prooflike, and faint russet speckles are noted 
overall. 

94 1917 Type One MS 65 Full Head PCGS. A 
frosty, example of this short-lived, popular 
Type One variety. Boldly struck with matte-like 
mint luster. 

95 1917-D Type One MS 65 Full Head NGC. 
Bright and lustrous, a few small marks show 
on the obverse. 

7 1939 PR 66 PCGS. Pristine, milky toned sur¬ 
faces add a touch of deep color about the 
outer portions of the reverse. 

103 1941 PR 65 NGC. Fully original and deeply 
mirrored with a light accumulation of natural 
patina on each side. 

104 1942 PR 65 NGC. A bright, sharp specimen. 

TWENTY-CENT PIECES 
81 1876 MS 62 PCGS. Fully struck and untoned, 

but too dull to grade higher. 

QUARTERS 
82 1854 Arrows MS 61 NGC. Well defined, the 

surfaces are dull and lackluster. Popular type 

55 1807 Draped Bust VF 25 NGC. A nicely 
struck, well centered example with no detract¬ 
ing marks or abrasions so often seen. 

37 1841-0 MS 61 NGC. Toned on either side in 
deep, original shades covering a hint of scuffi- 
ness in the fields. 

38 1852 MS 65 NGC. There are a couple of 
weakly struck stars around the head of Liberty, 
but otherwise well detailed with light, even 
color over both sides. A conditionally rare 

10 1858-0 MS 61 ANACS. Well struck and moder¬ 
ately toned, the luster is too muted for a finer 
grade. 

11 1874 Arrows MS 60 PCGS. Lustrous, with a 
hint of brown peripheral patina framing 
untoned centers. The surfaces are typically 
marked. 

12 1877-S MS 65 NGC. Very lustrous under 
deep, original toning, this is an exceptionally 
well struck specimen. 

13 1881 AU 50 ANACS. A scarce, circulated 
specimen exhibiting good luster with light ton¬ 
ing. 

14 1882-Cleaned-ANACS. Net graded AU 50. 
an abnormally bright, but sharply defined 
example of this scarce date. 

!2 1915-DMS 66 PCGS. Lustrous surfaces arecow 
ered with deep gray-golden toning. A very attrac¬ 
tive, original coin with hardly any disturbances. 

!31916-D MS 63 PCGS. Surely a finer grade 
save for a couple of milling marks on the right 
side of the obverse. White and untoned. 

surface abrasions are hardly ^ 1935-D MS 66 PCGS. Moderately toned overall 96 1919-D AU 50 ANACS. A lightly circulated 
example, and one that suffered very few 
marks during its short time in commerce. 
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126 1936 PR 65 NGC. A flashy white piece 

nice cameo effect. 

127 1938-D US 64 PCGS. Bright^ lustrous 

grade. 

128 1944 MS 66 PCGS. Both sides show p 
eral shades of rich golden-russet tc 
scarcely affecting the underlying mint lus 

S 66 NGC. t 

ide. Only the 
n's cheek. 

DOLLARS 
King Hair-Repairs 

. . . . 
untrained eye it is still an attractive c 
sentalive of this early silver dollar. 

PCGS. A lightly toned example 
>. scattered hairlines. 

53 PCGS. Quite lustrous and 

foliar design thal 
ar. The fields are 

tionally els 

32 1850-0 XF 40 PCGS. Lightly toned surfaces 
and light wear with myriad contact marks over 

grades. 

33 1859-0 MS 60 PCGS. Lightly toned and fully lus¬ 
trous, showing the usual number of bagmarks 
characteristic of the 590> and ’60-0 dollars. Well 

34 1860 MS 64 NGC. The strike is nearly com¬ 
plete and the luster is smooth and frosted with 
a deep layer of gray-golden patina on each 
side. There are very few marks, and the ones 
that are present do little to distract the viewer 
from the considerable eye appeal of this coin. 

35 1866 PR 64 NGC. Deeply mirrored cameo 
surfaces are moderately toned and just a cou¬ 
ple insignificant hairlines show in the fields. 

156 1925 MS 67 PCGS. A 
ing overall and one of t 

ffjssrsssr 

COMMEMORATIVE GOLD 
58 1915-S Panama-Pacific Quarter Eagle-- 

Scratched-ANACS. Net graded AU 50, a cou- 

37 187S Trade Dollar PR 65 NG 
proof-only Trade dollar issu 
cameo devices visible through moaeraie u 
ing in shades of dove-gray and olive-green. 

the obverse. 

39 1879-0 MS 63 Deep Mir 
The untoned surfaces i 
reflective luster for the iss 

i36 Elgin MS 66 PCGS. Satiny, matte-like 
ster is cwered with dusky golden toning. 170 
'36 Gettysburg MS 67 PCGS. Light golden ton- 

with light tor 
ad on the ob 

18 Lincoln MS 64 PCGS. Lightly tor 

75 1936 Lynchburg MS 67 NGC. Both sides ar< 
toned a bright old-gold and lemon-yellov 
color, partially intermingled with colorful crim 
son and burnt-orange highlights. 

76 1938 New Rochelle MS 63 PCGS. Bright lus 

mLteareno^^^ntheteids* *"*** ***** 

60 1857-C VF 35 Jewelry Damage PCI. This coin is 
typical for the issue with somewhat weakly 
defined centers. It is slightly bent from a jewelry 

HALF EAGLES 
61 1820 Square Base 2. AU 55 ANACS. Well struck 

on both sides with light yellcw-gold surfaces that 
show much original luster. A dean and generally 
problem-free example of this difficult early type 

LIBERTY DOUBLE EAGLES 

1879-0 AU 50 PCGS. This date boasts the sec- 

C0MMEM0RAT1VE SILVER 
163 1936 Albany MS 67 NGC. A premium exam¬ 

ple moderately toned with attractive peripheral 
color in shades of russet and gold. 

164 1936-S Bay Bridge MS 67 NGC. Original, 
smooth surfaces show light gray-golden and 
lilac color throughout. A near-flawless exam- 

165 1938-S Boone MS 65 PCGS. Fully white and 

166 1925-S California MS 65 PCGS. A colorfully 

88 1926 Sesquicentennial MS 64 NGC. 
Essentially brilliant with a typical number of 
tiny contact marks on Washington's cheek. 

89 1935 Spanish Trail MS 63 PCGS. A relatively 
clean, well defined piece with a muted silver- 
gray finish. 

90 1935 Spanish Trail MS 64 PCGS Moderalely 

PATTERNS 
58 Small Cent. Judd-193. Po 

50 ANACS Mildly refieciiv 

83 1939-S Oregon MS 64 NGC. Ughtly toned over¬ 
all. 

B4 1915-S Parama-Pacific MS 66 PCGS. The luster 
is smooth and rolls around the sudaces m an 
unbroken sheet of silver. Both sides are essentelly 

'35 Spanish Trail MS 66 PCGS. Mostly bnlliant 

werseT9'219t36eTexasaMS66lhKSl^.CFuNy 

MINT ERRORS 
04 1956 Cent-Ragged Clip MS 63 Red and 

Brown-ANACS. Deeply toned, the planchet is 

11 (Undated) Je 
63-ANA CS. 

>ln Cent-Saddle Strike MS 63 

ANACS. Full red color 

Jefferson Nickel-Double Struck MS 

a few mentionable carbon 
flecks on each side. 

97 1858 Flying Eagle Cent. Judd-202, Pollock- 
245, R.5. PR 65 NGC. This is a deeply mir¬ 
rored specimen that has golden-yellow and 
tan patina evenly distributed overall. 

98 1859 Indian Cent, Judd-228. Pollock-272, R.1. 
", -• LI r- t- a- 
non-retlective and a couple of spots are noted 
on the obverse. One of the most available pat- 

00 1870 Quarter, Judd-894. Pollock-IOC 
R.5. PR 65 PCGS. Sharply defined, bri 
flashy with a hint of golden patina circ 
borders. A remarkable gem example 

02 1879 Metric Dollar. Judd-1617. Pollock-181 
R.3. PR 65 PCGS. This is a fully original pie 

tth abundant, mottled patina decorating ea 

212 1977-D Dime-Missing Clad Layer MS 64- 
ANACS. The obverse is a copper color due to 
the loss of the outer clad layer during the striking 

2131985-P Quarter-Broadstruck Type One 
Planchet MS 64-ANACS. Brightly lustrous 
with an interesting flow effect at the borders. 

214 1995-P Quarter-Off Center MS 63-ANACS. 

about 20 percent to the right. 
215 1995-P Quarter-Partial Collar, Partial 

Brockerage MS 63-ANACS. A semi-circular 

obverse obliterating part of Washington's 

217 1953-D Quarter Struck on Cent Planchet- 
ANACS. Ungraded on the holder, we call it an 
MS 64 with deep rich toning. Very elusive. 

very low striking pressure 

219 1980-D Halt Dollar-Triple Clip MS 64- 
ANACS. The planchet shows evidence of a 
triple clip. 

220 1981-P Half Dollar-Off Center MS 64-ANACS. 

Closing Date: Tune 18.1998 » NO BUYER’S CHARGE 



SPECIAL MAIL BID SALE fax hotline: 214-443-8406 
Heritage Rare Coin Galleries, Inc. 
Toll Free WATS: 1-800-US COINS (872-6467) 
Heritage Plaza 
100 Highland Park Village 
Dallas, Texas 75205-2788 
(All information must be completed.) 

ERITAGE 
Rare Coin Galleries 

Steve Ivy 
James Halperin 
Greg Rohan 

NAME .CUSTOMER NO. 

ADDRESS 

CITY/STATE/ZIP_ 

DAYTIME PHONE (A/C) _EVENING PHONE (A/C) 

You are authorized ro release payment history information to other dealers and auctioneers so that I 
(Bid in whole dollar amounts only.) may establish proper credit in the industry. (Line our this statement if you do not authorize release). 

LOT NO. AMOUNT LOT NO. AMOUNT LOT NO. AMOUNT LOT NO. AMOUNT 

SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL from orher side 

TOTAL BID 

(Signature required) Please make a copy of your bid sheet for your records. 

1 have read and agree to all of the Terms and Conditions of Sale: inclusive of paying interest at the lesser of 1.5% per 

month (18% per annum) or the maximum contract interest rate under applicable state law from the date of sale, (if the 
account is not timely paid), and the submission of disputes to arbitration. 
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